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I have spent the whole of my working life in engineering doing skilled work and
have always had a facility to work with my hands; I have found this experience
can be carried forward into my artistic life.
I want my sculpture to have that imperceptible quality resonant in the form,
space, colour and texture of the work, which radiates in the most subtle way
the essence of life experience and to awaken in the observer this feeling of
knowing.

This transfer of perceived power (from our current understanding) offers a
quasi-anthropomorphic view; projecting modern real world vices and concerns
upon those existing within this common land.

mia allonby
‘I am interested in duality of what it is to be male, female and the transitional
period between the two (should an individual choose to identify within these
markers). Within ‘Gender Study’ I grew my facial hair, despite my status as
a transgender female. I was interested in the emotional and presentational
toll this would cause me as an individual. Documenting my process within a
daily diary, I was able to capture a bleak overview of the months progression,
including pictorial references in support of this. Coming to the end of this
process, I decided to take the opportunity to create a dual-gendered
photographic image of my own face. I believe this captured both my relief to
have completed the process and also, my distain and discontent surrounding
the whole task. This image does not present two elements of my makeup; I am
a woman. This piece merely represents a transitional time marker.

sarah wafer
Looking at moments in history, my work is a study of war and conflict. I find war
interesting as it has shaped the world today and war, as a subject, is universal
so it accommodates a myriad of audiences.
I question why soldiers go to to war, and immerse in their stories of what has
happened and what they had to go through. The First World War fascinates
me, the human experiences, the conditions, fighting methods and tactics. I
also express memory and absence to create commemorative artwork through
the material of clay.
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My sculpture is made in wood, found objects, natural material, metal, stone
and plaster usually on wire armatures, to be later cast in bronze. The process
of carving is to me a meditative experience and my work is an attempt to
convey the intangible sense of being a kind of other worldliness.

: sa rahwa fer@hotmai l.co.uk

I also like to translate the 3-D form of my sculpture into the medium of print
not necessarily a perfect reproduction but taking the object into the image in
some form however obscure or ambiguous.

Through quantum cosmology we create an understanding of the potential
for an infinite number of worlds, in which an infinite number of scenarios are
unfolding. Taking this understanding as a foundation, Common Land looks at
one such possibility; another world uninhabited by man, in which the flora and
fawn have been deemed as the creators and destroyers of the land.

For myself, I am incredibly intrigued by the melancholy imagery; somehow
displaying my discomfort. I was in an extremely uncomfortable position as an
artist throughout the process, but acknowledge the learning curve which led
me to appreciate the more recent aspects of my transition coming to the fore.
As laser hair removal on the facial area followed closely after this photo-setup,
I find the images to be a powerful mark of overcome discomfort’.

I have always wanted to create work with meaning: a criteria that is almost
impossible to achieve, the work must speak out to the viewer, have its own life
as Moore said “There must be life bursting out from within.”
This is what I want to convey in my work and fundamental to my vision, a
visual portrayal of these sentiments, pointers and elements which generate
this feeling, this is life experience, the intent in my work is to represent this
quality in a three dimensional piece of work, an extremely difficult quality to
achieve and rarely successful.

michael daglish

Common Land does not propose to act in a didactic manner, but to open up a
line of questioning around our own surroundings and moral stance with in the
current world we inhabit.

: mca l lonby@gma il.com

: terr ylister@hotma il.co.uk

terry lister

: bd78nc@stud ent.sund er la nd.a c.uk

THE FRESH EXHIBITION IS AN EXCITING, NEW
INITIATIVE THAT WORKS TO PROVIDE FINAL YEAR
ART STUDENTS AND ALUMNI (POST 3 YEARS OF
COMPLETING THEIR DEGREE) THE OPPORTUNITY
TO EMERGE AS EARLY CAREER ARTISTS BY
SHOWCASING A DIVERSE CROSS SECTION OF
INTERESTING AND CUTTING EDGE WORKS
ALONGSIDE OTHER COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.

Art is made at the boundary between self and the world, and during the
creative act this borderline softens, turns impenetrable and allows the world
to flow into the artist and the artist to flow in to the world. This interaction is
no more clearly seen than in a weed that has broken through the pavement,
or a piece of coral whose very structure has been determined by its precise
environment and of course in our own individual interactions with the world.
The hand (or any other part of the body) that grasps the physicality and
materiality of thought and turns it into a concrete object is a hand that shines
a light on the fissures and cracks inherent to our very existence.

Nat Wilkins is a documentary photographer based in Northeast England.
His work is published both locally and nationally, most recently work has
featured in the Economist Espresso, The Northern Correspondent, aCurator.
com, The Northumbrian, foto8.com and Life Force Magazine as well as a small
limited edition photo zine.
He has exhibited work in juried group shows at the international photography
festivals of Carlisle Photo and Photomonth East London and had solo
exhibitions with Allenheads Contemporary Arts and SoloArts Sunderland. He
has been an invited speaker at Redeye Networks Hothouse 15 in Carlisle and
The Bigger Picture for Sunderland University as well as showing film screenings
with Q&A’s at Tyneside Cinema in Newcastle.

namita vijaya kumar

My practise utilises drawing to explore the intriguing space between sound
and the visual. Sound, the transient, non-permanent trace of a movement,
begins to manifest itself within the permanent landscape of the visual realm.
Our senses are the only connection we have with the external world; in both
the production and experience of art we rely on the senses to somehow
experience the world afresh and re-understand it as a result. With this in mind,
these drawings are an attempt to bypass the conscious and bring the two
senses into contact, the drawings an immediate translation of sound.

My practice explores escapism and the feeling of being displaced, through
various disciplines such as drawing, installation and sculpture. Primarily my
work consists of abstract drawing, but can also include light sculptures and
immersive installations.
The drawings, often produced with ink or pencil on paper, are quite intricate
in detail, and present relationships between line, time, and space. During the
drawing process, the repetitive nature of drawing each line can become almost
automatic, and provides a form of escape due to the work’s gradual formation.

"The teaching of studio practice is
tested in relation to the external
world throughout all levels of
the programme. Within a Fine
Art context these attributes are
developed through progressively
more independent and complex
live’ projects"
Sheila Gaffney [BA Fine Art, Leeds College of Art]

He is currently undertaking Ba. Photography, Video and Digital Imaging at
Sunderland University.

"In an era of continuous challenge, uncertainty
and global flexibility, the notion of ‘flexible
pedagogies’, whether in terms of systems,
curricula, pedagogies or students’ personal
development, is more pertinent than ever"
Dr Alexandra Moschovi [Programme Leader of MA Photography,
University of Sunderland]
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: na t@na twil ki ns.co.uk

nat wil kins

uriah gabriel

: na mi ta_bv@ya hoo.co.uk

My work explores and pushes the boundaries of the traditional craft of crochet
by questioning the dynamics between the artist’s hands, the materials used,
and the works they bring into being. Central to my creative process is the
role of my hands, even more so since the onset of health problems. I am
inspired by hyperbolic geometry not just because of the sculptural forms it
can create but because of it’s fundamental role in the natural world. The way
that coral and trees use their surrounding spaces in the most efficient way
possible for their chemical processes to succeed is dictated by hyperbolic
geometry. As the three dimensional representation of the Fibonacci sequence,
the mathematical formula that underpins the structure of our natural world, it
is the one constant process in a world of ever-changing horizons, and as such
touches the infinite.

: ur ia hgabr iel@hotma il.co.uk

: hea ther w i l l ia msonmor ton@gma i l.com

heather williamson

: ma tthew.col l i ns@hotma i l.co.uk

"Fresh’ has enabled students from
York St. John University to learn the
value of applying for exhibitions,
to write statements, to conduct
themselves professionally and to
gain a valuable opportunity to
present their work in the public
sphere"
Desmond Brett [Lecturer BA (Hons) Fine Art York St John]

My practice revolves around the re-appropriation of experiences in places,
merging analogue processes with digital editing and projections. This work
explores the closure and demolition of Waterworld, a leisure centre on the
outskirts of York. Through drawing, the loss of the architecture, resources and
memories for York residents is brought to attention. Using water to manipulate
the image of Waterworld, the two in direct relation, it’s then traced to fragment
the image further. The viewer is left cut-off and disjointed from the original
experience, referring to the distance between what is there now and what
used to be there.

: emma r ulesilver@gmail.com

This series of digital paintings is based around the steelworks at the Redcar
coastline, I am intrigued by the idea of natural and artificial forms clashing in
a coastal setting. I create my drawings en plein air with an iPod Touch, and
attempt to capture the atmosphere of the coastal space which is dominated
by the industrial structures.
My work also aims to convey the intertwined combination of natural and
artificial aspects through my chosen media; I use a digital drawing method
to capture the landscape around me while maintaining a natural, traditional
paint-like aesthetic.

emma rule
Using the technique of foldforming alongside traditional metalworking
practices, Emma explores the malleable and intriguing natures of silver and
other metals.
Encouraging folded metal to curve and stretch in a designed direction, using
hammers or a rolling mill, is a serendipitous way of working. Creating many
opportunities for the metal to evolve and dictate the final form.
The results are organic and tactile, reflecting the undulating lines and rhythms
found in the natural world. With surface textures and patinas enhancing the
metal’s natural lustre of Emma’s unique, contemporary sculptural silverware
and jewellery.

: ja kem133.mul l i ns@hotmai l.co.uk

ja ke mullins
Jake Mullins is a painter intrigued by the contrast between organic forms in
nature and man-made objects of everyday life. Adopting a technique of using
masking tape stencils, Mullins seeks to create abstracted compositions and
still life pieces to portray made up scenes based upon an internal narrative of
things he has seen and places he has visited. Bold colours and superimposed
shapes depict a stylized approach and are a key element to his work. With a
heavy influence towards nature, his paintings explore how he deals with the
juxtaposition of every day life and the outside world.

: a nna pa tg ibson@live.com

anna gibson
I consider myself to be an abstract painter whose work is influenced by the
world around me. My colour palette ranges from warm through to muted
tones. I’m also interested in textured surfaces often adding building materials
to my paint, such as sand, cement and stone. I also like to work on to found
materials, such as steel, pallets and card. The work I create is an abstraction
of the everyday environment, focusing on signage, text and surfaces. I’m
currently a 2nd year student at Hull School of Art and Design studying Fine Art.
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: la ura.ca rola n@yor ksj.a c.uk

laura carolan

matthew collins

